Dickerson’s

COVID-19 Carrier Panel:
Carriers Answer Crucial Questions
On April 3, 2020, we hosted a Q&A webinar with our carriers,
having them answer some of the most pressing questions about
the current COVID-19 crisis. Please read below for their responses.*
Which carriers are offering a Special Enrollment Period (SEP) for
employees & dependents who previously waived coverage?
Aetna
Yes, 4/6 through 4/17 for eff April or May
Yes, extended thru 4/15 for 4/1 eff date
Anthem
Blue Shield Yes, 4/1 through 7/1 eff dates, received no later than 4/15 for 4/1 eff date.
May-July needs to be received prior to the effective date
CCSB
Yes, through end of June. Eff date to join 1st of the month following app submission date
Cal Choice CalChoice will allow a group SEP for a 4/1/2020 effective date; applications
must be submitted by 4/10.
Health Net Yes, through end of June
Kaiser
Yes, eff 4/1 required to submit by today 4/3. 4/4 through 4/15 will be allowed
to enroll for 5/1 eff date
Oscar

**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details
Unfortunately, not currently. Only active employees currently enrolled on a
group plan remain eligible for coverage until a group’s renewal period.

*Please note, these  responses are subject to change. Refer to the end of this document for links to the up-to-date information from our carrier partners.
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Are you considering offering an open enrollment for groups
to downgrade plans due to hardship?
Aetna

Yes, one-time downgrade, needs to be a currently offered plan with their Pick 5,
cannot add new plans. Only if plan only offers one plan, they can add one plan
to downgrade
Anthem
Yes, one-time downgrade, needs to be a currently offered plan, cannot add new
plans
Blue Shield Yes, one-time downgrade until June 30th deadline for a 7/1 eff date
CCSB
No, no off-renewal downgrade plans, case by case basis, reach out
Cal Choice Employers may make a one-time, “mid-plan year” change to their contribution
or plan to reduce their premiums and maintain coverage for the balance of the
contract year. Employees may make a one-time, “mid-plan year” change to
downgrade from the current health plan they are on to a lower cost plan if they
remain with the same Health Plan.
Health Net No, will not allow upgrade or downgrade
Kaiser
Yes, if there is a hardship. 3 options: if on a single plan, they can downgrade
plan; if on a single plan the group can add an additional downgrade option; employee on group plan can downgrade to one of the offered plans. Plan changes
must be made by 5/1/20.
Oscar

**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details
Will allow groups one single mid-year plan change to a leaner plan. Please submit your requests to your local Sales Executive.

Which carriers are allowing extended Open Enrollment periods for
renewing groups since employees are either remote or not working?
Aetna

No, normal renewal process. Reach out on a case by case. No changing of renewal date.
https://www.aetna.com/ACA Fully Insured FAQ

No. At this time, we do not anticipate any changes in timing of renewals, delivery of renewal rates or responses for requests for quotes.
Anthem
No moving renewal dates, allowing policy changes 60 days out to help. No
changing of renewal date.
Blue Shield No moving of renewal date. No changing of renewal date.
CCSB
No moving of renewal date. No changing of renewal date.
Cal Choice No moving of renewal date. No changing of renewal date.
Health Net No moving of renewal date. No changing of renewal date.
Kaiser
No changing of renewal date. Allowing OE changes once they return to work.
Delayed OE will be allowed
Oscar

**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details
The current renewal dates stand.

Any consideration into premium payment holiday, i.e. waiving
of premiums, and/or extending payments 60-90 days?
Aetna

No, 30-day grace only. Termination date extended 60 days before termination.
Commission is paid to brokers only when premium is collected.
Anthem
No, 30-day grace period. Case by case basis, reach out to AM or E&B for extension for March premiums
Blue Shield No 30-day grace period. No terminations for non-pay for the month of April.
Call to make a payment arrangement. Reach out
CCSB
No, only 30-day grace period
Cal Choice CalChoice will evaluate payment extensions on a case-by-case basis; please contact your account manager or customer service.
Health Net No, only 30-day grace period
Kaiser
No change with grace period. No group termination for late payments through
month of April.
Oscar

**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details
Currently there is no change to our 30-day grace period. We understand how
difficult payment may be at this time, but we are continuing to follow the market standard. We will continue to monitor federal and state changes and mandates and will let you know if our policy changes.

Note – If premiums are not received, no commissions will be paid out

What premium payment methods are currently available, and will
there be an option for credit card payments during this time?
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Shield
CCSB
Cal Choice
Health Net
Kaiser
Oscar

Yes, will take CC during this time. Call billing department
No, CC payments, debits or checks only at this point
No, CC payments
No, CC payments, only ACH payments
No, CC payments, only ACH payments
No, will work on a case by case, reach out
No, CC payments.
No, checking account only

How are each of you addressing furloughed employees or
employees who are working less than 20 hours? If an employer
wants to keep them on, can they?
Aetna

Pay monthly premium for furloughed EE’s and can have them rejoin later. At
least one member needs to be on the plan.
https://www.aetna.com/ACA Fully Insured FAQ

Employees can maintain their coverage on your Aetna plans so long as (1) the
reduction in hours/lay off is a temporary measure resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic; (2) you continue to pay your monthly bill and (3) you do not terminate the employee(s). This option is available to customers until July 31, 2020.
Please note the guidelines must be applied uniformly without regard to health
status related factors.
Anthem
As long as premiums are payed, EE can keep plan. At least one employee has to
be on the plan.
Blue Shield Pay premium can keep policy- at least one member on the plan
CCSB
Not recommended, but if Employer need to, they can terminate all employees
from plan, (don’t terminate Group), and Group policy will remain active until
renewal. When Employer is on better financial footing, they can put employees
back on the plan. Same plans, renewal date, rate structure.
Cal Choice If the group and employees are current on their monthly payments, CalChoice
will allow employees that would otherwise have lost eligibility to remain on the
plan.
Health Net Through May 31, 2020, Health Net is temporarily relaxing its requirement that
employees be actively working to be eligible for coverage and will allow employers to cover their reduced-hour employees, as long as employers pay the monthly premium. Employers must offer this coverage on a uniform, non-discriminatory basis.
Kaiser
If the group is current on their monthly payments, Kaiser Permanente will allow
employees that would otherwise have lost eligibility to remain on the plan. Employer does need to continue covering minimum contribution guidelines.
Oscar

**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details
Our existing Underwriting Guidelines are still in effect. If an employer removes
an employee from their Oscar policy/account, they will no longer be eligible for
coverage.

Are you going to waive the eligibility classification for suspended/
furloughed employees who are still technically employed?
Aetna

https://www.aetna.com/ACA Fully Insured FAQ

Yes. Through July 31, 2020, we are prepared to support changes to the waiting
period rules. Any change in the waiting period rules that extends into the next
plan year will be considered in the renewal
Anthem
Yes, if rehired before 5/31 will waive waiting period
Blue Shield Yes
CCSB
Up to ER discretion however if an employer is not able to keep employees on
the plan, they can keep the policy on without enrollment then bring folks back
on once everyone is back on the job
Cal Choice CalChoice will allow the group to define the waiting period when the employee
returns to work.
Health Net Through May 31, 2020, Health Net is temporarily relaxing its requirement that
employees be actively working to be eligible for coverage and will allow you to
cover your reduced hour employees, as long as you pay the monthly premium.
Please note that you must offer this coverage on a uniform, non-discriminatory
basis.
Kaiser

Oscar

If the group is current on their monthly payments, Kaiser Permanente will allow
employees that would otherwise have lost eligibility to remain on the plan. Employer does need to continue covering minimum contribution guidelines.
**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details
Our existing Underwriting Guidelines are still in effect. If an employer removes
an employee from their Oscar policy/account, they will no longer be eligible for
coverage.

Will employers have the option to waive waiting
periods in the future when they rehire employees?
Aetna

Yes, within 12 months

1 person must be enrolled in plan, anyone laid off from plan, if they come back
after 12 months waiting period is waived, cobra is available, but group needs to
become available
Anthem
If rehired before 5/31 will waive waiting period
Blue Shield Current policy applies, which allows the employer to waive the waiting period
for rehired employees that are rehired within 6 months, if the employee met the
original waiting period
CCSB
Up to Employer to manage eligibility
Cal Choice CalChoice will allow the group to define the waiting period when the employee
return to work.
Health Net Yes, we will temporarily waive the waiting period for rehired employees. Employees rehired by May 31, 2020 will not be subject to a waiting period.
Kaiser

Oscar

KP will allow the group to define the waiting period when the employee returns
to work, with no minimum, but no greater than 90 days.
**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details. We also have waived early limit refills for prescriptions on most prescriptions at all in-network
pharmacies. Our pharmacy benefit manager CVS also offers free home
delivery to help reduce the risk of exposure.
Pending regulatory review

How are you covering other services including X-Ray,
Hospitalization, Office Visits, state run testing facility claims?
Aetna

Anthem

Waiving all cost share, screening and diagnostic, all methods, waiving and cost
share for treatment, in patient outpatient, mental health live help online
Will be waived cost share
Testing for all Anthem members is covered. If COVID-19 testing is needed, the
test and the visit where members get the test are covered with no out-of-pocket
costs. For members diagnosed as having COVID-19, cost share for treatment will
be waived for fully-insured, Individual, Medicaid, and Medicare Advantage members from April 1 through May 31, 2020.

https://www.anthem.com/ca/coronavirus/employers/
Blue Shield COVID testing and telemedicine zero cost will also cover treatment for COVID
related
CCSB
Will honor what each carrier is doing
Cal Choice Covid-19 testing will be covered as stated in carrier guidelines.
Health Net Will waive testing and treatment costs, including mental health

How are you covering other services including X-Ray,
Hospitalization, Office Visits, state run testing facility claims?
(Continued)

Kaiser

**updated from Friday. New policy.
Costs waived for COVID testing, lab work, radiology, urgent care, office visits.
As of April 1, Kaiser Permanente is waiving member out-of-pocket costs for inpatient and outpatient services when treating COVID-19. Members who are diagnosed with COVID-19 will not have to pay co-pays or other cost-share related to
their medical care and treatment of COVID-19, even if they have to stay in the
hospital. This waiver applies to all admissions whose date of service is from April
1 to May 31.

Oscar

If members are having trouble paying for cost of care for COVID or non-COVID
related treatment and care, visit www.KP.org/MFA for information on our Medical Financial Assistance program. The program is designed to help members that
qualify pay for cost of care.
Oscar is currently waiving the cost shares for COVID-19 testing. That includes the
cost of the test and the visit to have the test administered. Outside of this, costshare will apply.
Other things worth mentioning, we have extended prior authorization for any
previously approved prior authorization requests from 60 days to 180 days, to
ensure members can get these services rendered once they are able to schedule.
We also have waived early limit refills for prescriptions on most prescriptions at
all in-network pharmacies. Our pharmacy benefit manager CVS also offers free
home delivery to help reduce the risk of exposure.

How is Mental Health Covered related and unrelated to Covid?
If done through telemedicine, is it at a $0 copay?
Aetna
$0 copay No changes in mental health
Anthem
$0 copay No changes in mental health through June 14
Blue Shield No changes in mental health. Standard benefits as outlined in the summary of
benefits/EOC. Not part of Teladoc.
CCSB
Based upon each carrier’s guidelines
Cal Choice Based upon each carrier’s guidelines
Health Net $0 copay Health Net will waive the cost share component of care for both the
testing and treatment of COVID-19 care. This includes regular medical care, and
mental healthcare testing and treatment
Kaiser
Covered traditional Copay
Oscar
Our mental health vendor is Optum and they have a toll-free emotional support
helpline (866) 342-6892 which is free of charge and available to anyone, so you
can share it with family and friends. Professionals will connect people to resources. It will be open 24 hours a day, seven days a week. And...
Virtual Visits: Oscar members also have access to virtual therapy and psychiatric
visits as part of their mental health benefit. As members stay in their homes or
have limited in-person appointment access, we want to make it easy to receive
mental health care. Our members can use doctorondemand.com to access virtual mental health visits (not medical). They just need to set up an account. As
part of the set-up process they’ll input their Oscar ID and then they’ll be able to
schedule a virtual visit.
This is offered at $0.

When employees are rehired, will Deductibles and
OOP MAX accruals start over?
Aetna

If they come on during the same calendar year, they will continue with the same
accrual
Anthem
Yes, but reviewing
Blue Shield If rehired in same year, they will retain accrual and continue as long as same
plan and same employer
CCSB
Will follow carrier guidelines
Cal Choice Will follow carrier guidelines
Health Net As long as rehired in same year, they will retain accrual and continue as long as
same plan.
Kaiser
Yes, it will start over due to break in coverage.
Oscar

**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details
Yes, it will start over due to break in coverage

Which of the carriers are considering eliminating
recertifications for 2020?
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Shield
CCSB
Cal Choice
Health Net
Kaiser

Yes, will recertify groups at this time
No recertifications at this time
Paused recertifications and no date when will restart
Does not recertify and will continue not to
No change to current policy
Not recertifications during this time
KP has placed the recertification process on hold until further notice.

Oscar

**please refer to Broker FAQ for full details
Recertifications will continue for now

Are any of the carriers extending New Business Submission dates?
Aetna
Anthem

It has been updated to 5th of the month for1st of the month eff date.
Yes, extending if submitted through GA. 30th for 15th of the month eff date. And
30th for the 1st as ell and cannot change eff date once submitted/reviewed.
Blue Shield Last business day of the month for the 1st of that month eff date through July.
No changing eff dates after approved
CCSB
Existing to 15th of the month for April, May and June
Cal Choice Extending to the 15th of the month submission date. No changing effective date
once the employer has signed the Case Submission Acknowledgement form.
Health Net Current policy at the moment
Kaiser
Current guideline, group application due 1st of the month but will accept group
through the 5th business day with a late letter included. No changing eff date
after submission.
Oscar
Following current submission deadlines, groups need to be submitted by the 5th
business day into the month which includes the 1st, ex) For 4/1 effectives, the
last day for submission is April 7th

Do we have an indication as to what the rate impact will be in
future quarters due to the pandemic?
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Shield
CCSB
Cal Choice
Health Net
Kaiser
Oscar

Too early to know
Too early to know
Too early to know
Too early to know
Too early to know
Too early to know
Rates released for 7/1/20 through end of the year will be the same.
Oscar is closely monitoring our risk and claims but no real insight into this time
of what future rate impact could be. Additionally, with telemed on the rise we
are able to help triage potential COVID-19 cases, as well as assist our members
in getting routine care. We’ve already announced a 3rd quarter rate pass!

Are you considering adding more resources like email addresses for
posting billing and eligibility questions during this heavy call volume?
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Shield
CCSB
Cal Choice
Health Net
Kaiser
Oscar

No. call volume down.
No. but monitoring without more resources
No. call volume dropped
No
No
No
No
Our broker support team is available from 7 AM to 5 PM and can assist with any
additional questions, contact them at brokers@hioscar.com or (855) OSCAR-13.
You also have your local sales executives in the market. We’re proud to state as
of now, our SLA’s are quicker than we’d expect during these busy times.
Additionally, Oscar is updating our hioscar.com/covid19 site on a daily basis, and
we will continue to push out information as we receive it.

Are there lots of cancellations?
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Shield
CCSB
Cal Choice
Health Net
Kaiser
Oscar

Not much change
Not much change
No changes at the time, and actually increased groups for March
Not much cancellation requests
Termination volume has varied based on industry however, employer groups
are not terminating their health insurance policy; the impact is contained at the
member level.
Not much cancellations
Seeing some terminations at the member level in expected industries such as
restaurants and hospitality. This is something we monitor on daily basis.
More member level impact than group terminations.

Early refills and larger refills
Aetna
Relaxed
Anthem
Relaxing and working with providers to increase 90 day
Blue Shield Allowing early refill at retail. Mail order available for 90-day, member must
contact physician to get a 90 day prescription
CCSB
Will follow carrier guidelines
Cal Choice Will be covered based on carrier guidelines.
Health Net To obtain an emergency supply of a prescription medication, affected members
can return to the pharmacy where the original prescription was filled. In addition, we are waiving prescription refill limits for medically necessary drugs and
relaxing restrictions on home or mail delivery of prescription drugs. If the pharmacy is not open due to the state of emergency, affected members can contact
the Emergency Response line at 1-800-400-8987, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Pacific Time
(PT) for questions or assistance
Kaiser
Oscar
We also have waived early limit refills for prescriptions on most prescriptions at
all in-network pharmacies. Our pharmacy benefit manager CVS also offers free
home delivery to help reduce the risk of exposure.
Please refer to the dedicated carrier links for details. The above is subject to change.

Visit Dickerson’s Covid 19 Resource Center:

Carrier links:
Aetna
Anthem
Blue Shield
CCSB

Cal Choice
Health Net
Kaiser
Oscar
• Oscar: Helping You Understand
• Oscar: FAQs
• Oscar: Small Business Resource Hub

